I am Gregg Marchand and I oppose Bill No.5040 using the excuse of To establish an excise tax on ammunition to increase funding for gun violence prevention and reduction efforts. There you go again blaming legit gun owners for criminals and or gang members. How is raising taxes on ammunition going to reduce gun violence prevention. It’s a lame excuse and the lawmakers are using kleptocracy. Kleptocracy is a form of political corruption in which the ruling government seeks personal gain and status at the expense of the governed, literally meaning “the rule by thieves.”

To me a way to stop gun violence is to teach the safety of guns in every school starting at age 12. It’s not that outrageous of an idea because after all lawmakers are making a big deal of gun violence and it’s is part of our civil liberties. The agenda in schools would be the 2nd Amendment.

35 percent a round is criminal.

I’m thinking the lawmakers would have an agenda or a plan on how to spend this money properly. They say it will be towards violence prevention and reduction effort? Lawmakers are just going to collect the millions of dollars if this fascist law goes through, then figure on how to actually do the violent prevention idea?

I heard the money is going to get funneled to anti gun organizations. If that’s true the lawmakers are having gun enthusiast paying the people that are anti gun people that are trying to take our second Amendment away from us. Sneaky